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TO: DIRECTOR
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ACTION: C/SAS 5 (SAS NOTIFIED AND COPY SLOTTED AT 1800, 19 NOV BP)

INFO: COP, ADDP, C/CI, C/FI 2, C/WI 5, CR

SECRET

191733Z

PRIORITY DIR WAVE CITE MEXI 6951

BYPAT TYPIC AMEO

REFS: A. MEXI 6924 (1V 62312)
B. MEXI 6930 (1V 62302)
C. DIR 63258
D. WAVE 7693 (1V 62512)
E. MEXI 6905 (1V 61742)
F. MEXI 6904 (1V 61184)
G. WAVE 7837 (1V 56926)
H. DIR 63472

1. REF A WRITTEN AFTER BRIEF CHOADEN WELDRANE MEET MORNING
16 NOV. WISH CORRECT APPARENT MISCONCEPTION A-3 BEING RESISTANT
GUIDANCE. FOLLOWING PARTIALLY REPEETITIOUS BUT PUTS SITUATION
IN CORRECT FOCUS.

2. AS RESULT ABOVE DISCUSSION C/O AND CHOADEN DECIDED A-3
AND C/O WOULD CONTINUE RESIDE HILTON WITH LIFIRES RESIDING
AT HOTEL VASCO DE QUIROGA (FIVE MINUTE DRIVE FROM HILTON) ON
24 HOUR CALL UNDER CONTROL OF C/O.

LIFIRES BEING USED INSURE A-3 GIVEN FULL PROTECTION DURING CRITICAL
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PERIODS WHEN HE MEETING WITH PÈREZ. AMLEO-3 NOT INSTALLED IN SAFEHOUSE SINCE DESIRE MAINTAIN SOME SEMELANCE COVER STORY HE KEEI INDEPENDENTLY WITH NO ODOYE CONNECTIONS. WILL MOVE A-3 TO SAFEHOUSE WITH C/O, LIFIRES RESIDENT, IF ANY INDICATIONS DANGER FROM GOC.

3. ON 16 NOV 1030 HRS A-3 SENT HOTEL DEL PRADO MEET AMLEO-2. A-2 DEBRIEFED BY A-3 UNTIL 1700 HRS WHEN HE RETURNED HILTON, CONTACTED C/O, AND REPORTED FULL DETAILS DEBRIEFING. A-2 CONFIRMED TO A-3 THAT BOSQUES WILLING GRANT ASYLUM A-3 WIFE, CHILDREN AND STATED BOTH SHE AND A-3 WIFE FIRMLY BELIEVE ASYLUM OFFER LEGITIMATE WITHOUT ANY CONNECTION TO GOC. A-2 ABLE CONFIRM GENERAL PLAN OUTLINED REF 3, BUT UNABLE CONFIRM OR ADD DETAILS SINCE SHE DID NOT PARTICIPATE IN MEET WITH MRS. BOSQUES AND WIFE A-3 TOLD HER WHAT BASIC ELEMENTS PLAN WERE BUT REFUSED SUPPLY DETAILS, NAMES, ETC. STATING IT BETTER A-2 NOT KNOW TOO MUCH SINCE SHE IN PROCESS LEAVING CUBA AND COULD BE SUBJECT LAST MINUTE INTERROGATION OR BE REFUSED PERMISSION DEPART BY DIER. A-2 ALSO NOTED A-3 WIFE WAS CONFUSED RE COURSE ACTION FOLLOW RE ASYLUM UP UNTIL MEET WITH MRS. BOSQUES, BUT NOW FEELS OFFER LEGITIMATE IF A-3 CARRIES OUT HIS PART OF ACTION (I.E., PAYING RANSOM) AND WILL BE GLAD AFTER ASYLUM.

4. AFTER TALK WITH A-2, AMLEO-3 CALLED PEDRO PÈREZ WHO INFORMED A-3 THAT EVERYTHING FINE AND INVITED A-3 TO PARTY HE GOING TO. A-3 REFUSED INVITATION PARTY AND TOLD PÈREZ HE ONLY DESIRED DISCUSS BUSINESS AT HAND AND WISHED CONSUME DEAL.
QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE. PEREZ SAID ARRANGEMENT WOULD BE FOR CASH ON DELIVERY ONLY (PAYMENT TO BE MADE AFTER WIFE IN ASYLUM) BUT THAT HE DID NOT HAVE FULL DETAILS AND WOULD HAVE TO CONTACT ANOTHER INDIVIDUAL (NOT NAMED) WHO OUT OF TOWN AND PLANNED RETURN NEXT 18 NOV. PEREZ SAID A-3 TO CONTACT HIM AFTER 1800 HRS 18 NOV BY PHONE AND ADDED AFTER AGREEMENT REACHED BETWEEN HIMSELF AND A-3 (A-3 DOES NOT HAVE TO SEE UNNAMED PARTY ABOVE) FIVE TO SEVEN DAYS WOULD BE NEEDED SEND WIRE INTO BOSQUES AND ASYLUM A-3 WIFE. ON 18 NOV 63 1815 HRS A-3 CALLED PEREZ AS INSTRUCTED AND INFORMED THAT CONTACT OF PEREZ NOT ARRIVING MEXI CITY UNTIL LATE HOUR 18 NOV AND PEREZ AGREED MEET A-3 HIS HOTEL ROOM AT HILTON 0900 HRS 19 NOV. LIFRES AND C/O WILL PROVIDE A-3 WITH COVER DURING MEET HILTON. WILL ADVISE RESULTS MEET OPIN.

5. REF C AND D, WHEN A-3 RETURNED HILTON AFTER MEET WITH A-2 AND CALLED LITANIL-9, HE IMMEDIATELY CONTACT C/O AND INFORMED HIM HE HAD CALLED LITANIL-9 AT HOME FROM PHONE BAR DEL PRADO HOTEL. A-3 CLAIMED HE DID NOT USE TRUE NAME OR ALIAS CONVERSATION AND THAT L-9 RECOGNIZED HIM THROUGH DETAILS' CONVERSATION. A-3 SAID CALL SHORT AND THAT L-9 AGREED MEET HIM DEL PRADO BAR 1900 HRS 18 NOV 63. L-9 REPORTEDLY TOLD A-3 HIS POLITICAL VIEWS STILL VARIED FROM A-3'S (HE STILL LOYAL GOO) AND AGREED SEE HIM ONLY AS PERSONAL FRIEND WITH NO POLITICS INVOLVED. A-3 AGREED. THERE HAVING BEEN NO CONTACT SINCE BETWEEN A-3 AND L-9, SINCE PHONE CALL. A-3 DID NOT MAKE MEET WITH L-9 SCHEDULED FOR 1900 HRS 18 NOV DEL PRADO BAR.

6. AFTER IMPARTING INFO PARA FIVE ABOVE TO C/O AMLEO-3
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RACKED OVER BY C/O AND TOLD HE SHOULD PACK AND PREPARE TO LEAVE HENI IMMEDIATELY AND FORGET RANSACKING WIFE SINCE HE HAD PROBABLY RUINED WHATEVER CHANCES SHE HAD FOR ASYLUM. A-3 TOLD NOT CALL NOR SEE (L-9) AND NOT CONTACT ANYONE AGAIN HENI WITHOUT CLEARING WITH C/O FIRST. A-3 CLAIMED HE MADE CALL (L-9) BECAUSE A-2 DROUGHT WORD FROM A-3 WIFE THAT HE SHOULD CONTACT (L-9). HENI SINCE IDEN A (WHO STILL REPORTEDLY ANTI-REIGNE, ANTI-FIDELI, AND STILL HELPING A-3 WIFE) DESIRED HAVE A-3 ESTABLISH COMM COMMUNICATION TO HER VIA (L-9) (REASONS UNSTATED). BACKGROUND THIS OP LEAD KNOWN ADDRESS (A) IN EARLY 1983 A-3 TOLD BY C/O (AS PER HENI STATION INSTRUCTIONS) THAT L-9 NOT APPROACHABLE FOR RECRUITMENT, UNSTABLE, ETC. A-3 ALWAYS BELIEVED HENI PREVIOUS ASSESSMENT (L-9) AS UNRECRUITABLE NOT VALID. ON 16 NOV, AS INSTRUCTED BY HENI STATION, C/O TOLD A-3 HENI ASSESSMENT STILL CORRECT. L-9 DEFINITELY LOYAL C/O AND SHOULD NOT BE CONTACTED. A-3 AGREE TO INSTRUCTIONS.

7. IN SUMMARY C/O BELIEVES A-3 COOPERATING FULLY (WITH ONE EXCEPTION UNAUTHORIZED ACTION PARA FIVE ABOVE). A-3 KNOWLEDGABLE LIFIRE PROTECTION, KNOWS THEM BY SIGHT, AND PLEASING AND IN FULL ACCORD WITH PROTECTIVE SUPPORT TO BE GIVEN HENI. A-3 WILL IN NO WAY ATTEMPT SHAKE OR DEFUSE LIFIRE TEAM AND ONLY DESIRES THEY STAY IN BACKGROUND AND NOT BURN THEMSELVES TO HENI DURING A-3 MEETS. HIS MAIN DESIRES TO MAINTAIN HIS COVER TO HENI AS NEGOTIATING INDEPENDENTLY RE ASYLUM WITH NO GOVERNMENT CONNECTIONS. HENI ALSO AWARE A-3 REPORTEDLY CAME HENI HELP AIDED-2 ON ARRIVAL. C/O HAS MADE ALL DECISIONS THIS CASE RE TYPE PROTECTION TO BE GIVEN A-3, HIS COVER WHILE IN HENI, ETC.
8. RE REF H, C/O OF FIRM OPINION A-3 UNDER CONTROL AND HAS
GIVEN NO INDICATIONS HE WILL GO ON ALONE NOR REJECT. AT PRESENT
C/O HOPES CONSUMATE AGREEMENT BETWEEN PEREZ/A-3 (WITH ADDRESSEE
CONCURRENCE) AS RAPIDLY AS POSSIBLE AND RETURN WAVE. MEXI HAS
NO INSTANCE IN STATION MEMORY WHERE CUBANS USED VIOLENCE. BUT
SINCE APPEARS FROM PARA FOUR THAT DEAL NOT FINAL FOR SEVERAL DAYS
WISH CONSULT FURTHER ON ANSWER PARA THREE REF H.